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«And we looked and looked, and the façades were clearly the façades of another time, like the 

sidewalks covered with parked cars that also belonged to another time, a time that was silent 

yet mobile (Lihn was watching it move), a terrible time that endured for no reason other than 

sheer inertia.» 

 

Roberto Bolaño, ‘Meeting with Enrique Lihn’, The New Yorker, 22nd of December, 2008 Issue, 

translated by Chris Andrews. [‘Encuentro con Enrique Lihn’, Putas asesinas (2001)] 

 

In the story ‘Meeting with Enrique Lihn’, Roberto Bolaño describes a dream of 1999. In 

this dream, the Chilean writer meets the ghost of poet Enrique Lihn, who died in 1988, 

and with whom he maintained a brief friendship by correspondence between 1981 and 

1982. The reunion, although posthumous and fictional, nevertheless constitutes a new 

mental experience that in each reading works as an imaginary experience for the 

reader. 

 

Even being used to living with memories, dreams and evocations, this territory of 

uncontrollable semidarkness that inhabits our nature, which mixes fiction and reality, 

still manages to unsettle us; this is why literature and film utilize their language skills to 

approach the ineffable feelings that go beyond reason and customs. 

 

The description of the unexpected encounter with a former lover, in a place where both 

are forced to remain. The way the meeting of hands and eyes is shortened. The way 

you put up with the cold and ceremonial greeting with the one who once explored your 

secrets and listened to your body. Hugo Alonso’s work talks about these silent 

emotions and invisible perceptions. His aim is to create aesthetic (visual and sound) 

devices that help to stimulate the ability to feel beyond the observational conventions of 

the artistic work.  

 

«If there is something that never ceases to interest me is how we make real 

experiences and film experiences ours. It is obvious that the same picture, sound, or 

movie has a meaning or awakens different emotions in each viewer. The interesting 

thing is to see how the same work can seem totally or partially different to us after 



some time has passed. I like to think of the meaning as something that undergoes 

gradual changes, just like us.» Hugo Alonso 

 

As on other occasions, in Pendulum the artist addresses the installation of the works in 

the space as if it was a single piece in which paintings, audio-visual pieces and sound 

environments suggest atmospheres that only the visitor activates and completes by 

entering the stage. The spectator enters Alonso’s shows as an actor who steps on a 

mysterious film set without having received either instructions or the script. In the 

darkness, we bump into furniture and sense the presence of objects. We discover false 

partitions, we hear voices, purposelessly recorded, multiplying as we go through the 

improvised film set. As we penetrate, we will discover a reality where desires, fictions, 

past experiences and anticipations of the future coexist. Perhaps, we will discover that 

we shouldn’t expect to meet anybody, that this game proposed by Hugo Alonso is a 

blind date with ourselves. 

 

Pictorial frames and greyscale  

 

It would seem that the paintings by Hugo Alonso are stopped frames in which the 

intermediate moments, the stage without characters and the ‘non-places’ take the floor 

without sacrificing a refined finish. «I understand my paintings as watercolours in which 

the brush is replaced by an airbrush». In the same way, the different shades of grey 

help to build the uncertainty, the neutrality, and the nod to classic cinema. «Greys keep 

images in a semantic and formal plane which is more aseptic and ambiguous. Each 

viewer creates a tailor-made 'set of circumstances' around each painting. […] In terms 

of formats, small pictures make a connection more focused on sight, they have a more 

intimate character and are explored with the eyes, while the bigger ones, as well as the 

cinema screen, lend themselves to a bodily experience and are perceived almost 

physically given the 1:1 scale of some of them». Hugo Alonso 

 

The filmic fact and its ambiguous approach to life 

 

Theorist and pioneer video artist Mary Lucier stated that the videographic image has 

allowed us to look directly at the Sun avenging Prometheus and Icarus. The electronic 

image can live with everyday objects and become involved in our daily lives without the 

need of darkening the room. In contrast to the dreaminess of classic films, which 



resembles sleep in its spatio-temporal disorder, video allows the introduction of desire 

and the turbulences of thought in our waking hours. 

 

Deprived of the complexity of ‘the industry’ and the solemnity of the cinematographic 

projection because of its digital nature, the video, like the beam of light that it is, is 

infinitely transformed and projected thanks to another of its features: its malleability.  

Hugo Alonso is very conscious of these linguistic features of the medium, which, 

revisiting the devices proposed by video and conceptual artists since the 1970s, he 

combines with on-site painting, sculpture, objects and sound environments in his 

installations. In fact, the artist places Pendulum’s starting point as the investigation of 

the «filmic fact and in its ambiguous approach to life and vice versa, which is 

vertebrated by light and its absence. […] What attracts me in this type of works that 

‘review’ fragments of the history of the cinema is the possibility to gain access to the 

solemnity of the classics with the agility and immediacy of the digital. In my case, 

although not exclusively, the viewing, appropriation and post-production or the 

manipulation of elements coming from the cinematic context is linked to the digital 

medium.» Hugo Alonso 

 

This is the case with the suggestive game of reflections and multiplicities conceived by 

Alonso in the audiovisual piece of the exhibition. Focusing on another of his obsessions 

—the idea of the double and, in particular, the confrontation between the filmic image 

and the real image—, the artist has selected the end of the film classic The Lady from 

Shanghai by Orson Wells and projected it onto a series of 1.5 high aluminium panels 

bent at 90°, which are distributed around the space. In this way, the famous shootout in 

the hall of mirrors, accompanied with a sound effect specially produced by the artist, 

generates a serial and in-loop duplication effect that spreads out across the room.  

 

At this point it is interesting to note the contrast generated by Hugo Alonso between the 

relaxed layout of plastic elements, a descendant of performative and conceptual 

behaviors, with the refined execution of the paintings and the rest of the objects, both 

with respect to the finish and to the installation. The casual air, the choice of austere 

pieces and the exposure of wires or projectors, does not prevent the artist from hanging 

paintings impeccably; this adds another level of reflection about how the exhibition 

design encourages the occupation of the space by the visitor. The public, immersed in 

uncertainty and in the synaesthetic power achieved through the combination of sound 



with the sculptural and pictorial elements, breaks the dynamics of the traditional 

viewing and ventures into an intense, unpredictable aesthetic experience. 

 

-BLAS, Susana, Hugo Alonso: Fachadas de otro tiempo, pag 4. Centro de Arte Tomás 

y Valiente CEART, 2016. ISBN: 978-84-608-6926-9. 

 


